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Abstract
The Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) has actively explored the design and implementa-
tion of networked, real time, three-dimensional battlefield simulations on low-cost,
commercially available graphics worktations. The most recent system, NPSNET, has
improved in functionality to such an extent that it is considered a low-cost version of the
Defense Advanced Research Proyect Agenry's (DARPA) SIMNET system. To reach that
level, it was necessary to economize in certain areas of the code so that real time per-
formance occurred at an acceptable level. One of those areas w:rs in aircraft dynamics.
However, with "off-the-shelf " computers becoming faster and cheaper, real-time and
realistic dynamics are no longer an expensive option. Realistic behavior can now be
enhanced through the incorporation of an aerodynamic model. To accomplish this task,
a prototype flight simulator was built that is capable of simulating numerous types of
aircraft simultaneously within a virtual world. Besides being easily incorporated into
NPSNET, such a simulator also provides the base functionality for the creation of a gen-
eral purpose aerodynamic simulator that is particularly useful to aeiodynamics tudents
for graphically analyzingdiffering aircraft's stability and control characteristics. This sys-
tem is designed for use on a Silicon Graphics workstation and uses the GL libraries. A
key feature of the simulator is the use of quaternions for aircraft orientation representa-
tion to avoid singularities and high data rates associated with the more common Euler







The current state of the art in simulation technology has provided today's
military with many valuable training experiences that could not have been ob-
tained elsewhere and, as a result, has greatly increased survivabitity and readi-
ness. From flight simulators, which allow a pilot to explore the edge of the
flight envelope without endangering crew or multimillion dollar assets, to bat-
defield simulators, which allow entire fighting divisions to practice command
and control without having to incur the-enormous costs of running a firll blown
field exercise, computer simulation has become a way of doing business within
the military.
One simulation system designed by the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) is the Simulation Networking system (SIMNET) (Thorpe,
1987). SIMNET is a networked batdefield simulator that allows multiple user
interaction on the battlefield at many different levels. Vehicle simulators, such
as tanks and aircraft, connect to the network and become part of a three-dimen-
sional world. At the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS), an effort to develop a
SIMNET-type system based on commercially available, general purpose,
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graphic workstations has been active for a number of
years. This system, NPSNET, consisrs of Silicon Graph-
ics workstations attached to a local area Ethernet (Zyda,
Pratt, Monahan, & Wilson, 1992). Eventually,
NPSNET will become a node on the SIMNET network.
The speed of the computer platforms on which
NPSNET now runs has increased significandy since its
inception. It soon became evident that more realistic
vehicle dynamics was desirable and would substantialh'
improve system behavior. Therefore, this work is the
result of the research done and the methodology used
for providing this additional functionality to NPSNET's
aircraft simulations.
There are several issues to be addressed when incorpo-
rating an aerodynamic model into a computer simula-
tion. The complexity of the aerodynamic model, which
orientation model to use, and how aircraft data should
be represented in the system are the critical issues and
are the center of focus in this work. Of prima4,. impor-
tance is drat the complexiry of the model fits the objec-
tive of the simulation. A complete aerodynamic model
that includes firlly articulated control surfaces and air-
flow divergence patterns over the aircraft would seri-
ously affect real time performance on any computer.
Such models are usually computed in non-real time on
supercomputers and are not appropriate for use on low-
cost graphics workstations. On the other hand, model-
ing the dynamics of an aircraft kinematically, so that the
aircraft's velocity and orientation are a linear result of
control input, does not reproduce the nuances ofaircraft
motion and response that a user of a flight simulation
would expect. The aerodynamic model's complexity
must provide as much realism as possible without reduc-
ing the frame rate below an acceptable level.
The choice of orientation model considered is be-
tween the Euler angle or quaternion approach. Which
one to use has been the subject of heated debate among
- 
computer scientists (Goldiez & Lin, f99I). Either
model can be used to represent orientation, but, depend-
ing on the simulation's objectives, one method has cer-
tain advantages over the other. It basically comes down
to determining which approach provides the right tool
for the job (Shoemake, 1985).
Because each type of aircraft exhibits its own specific
aerodynamics and handling characteristics, it is desirable
to change these characteristics depending on the type of
aircraft simulated. One solution is to base the aerody-
namic model on the aircraffs stability coefficients, iner-
tial coefficients, and airframe specifications, all of which
are available in most aerodynamic stability and control
textbooks. Stability coefficients provide a very accurate
model of aircraft flight behavior. F{owever) care must be
taken when modeling some of the newer generation
fighters. To improve maneuverability, these aircraft have
been designed aerodynamically neutral to unstable.
Their stability coefficients reflect this instability.
2 Goordinate Systems and Terminology
Coordinate systems and the method in which they
are described vary to a great extent depending on the
application and the preference ofthe user. In aircraft
simulations, coordinate systems fall into two broad
classes, "bod/'coordinates and "earth" or "inertial" co-
ordinates (Rolfe & Staples, 1986). Body coordinates
have their origin based at the center of gravity and con-
tinually move with the aircraft. Inertial coordinates, on
the other hand, are defined with respect to the earth and
have their origin positioned at some suitable location
such as the center of the simulated world. Other coordi-
nate systems exist, based on parameters such as the flight
path and angle of attack. Flowever, the aerodynamic
model presented in this paper is based on geometric
body and world coordinate systems. In general, all aero-
dynamic forces, accelerations, and velocities are calcu-
lated in the body coordinate system first, and rhen con-
verted to the world coordinate system prior to updating
an aircraft's position and altitude.
Figure I shows the generally accepted convention for
labeling of the axes in the two coordinate systems
(Anderson, 1989). Body coordinates are defined with
the origin at the center of gravity (CG), ther axis along
the fuselage pointing out the nose of the aircraft, the y
axis along the wing-line pointing out the right wing, and
the a axis pointing out the bottom of the plane. World
coordinates are defined with the origin based at a fixed
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Aircraft location in world coordinates (feet)
Aircraft velocity in world coordinates (ft/sec)
Azimuth, Elevation, Roll in world coordinates (radians)
World Coordinates
North
Figure 2. Terms deflned within the world coordtnote system
Linear velocity along X, Y, andZ body axes (ftlsec)
Angular velocity around X,Y, and Z body axes (rad/sec)
Resultant velocity Vector 4ffi
Wind velocity across tail of aircraft
Linear acceleration (ft/se/)
Angular acceleration (rad/sec2)
Forces acting on aircraft
Moments aboutthe X, Y, and Z axes
Angle of anackltan-l (wru)l
Sideslip ttan-t ryru)l
Terms defined within the oircroft body coordinote system.
u,v ,w
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point on the ground, the r axis pointing north, they axis
pointing east, and the z axis pointing down. Because of
its limited effect, the curvature of the earth is usually ig-
nored.
In a dynamics model, velocities, accelerations, and
forces are described in both world and body coordinate
systems. Without an explicit description of the variables
used to describe the model, confusion can arise. Most
terms described in this paper refer to the geometric body
axes. However if a reference is made to the world coor-
dinate system the subscript'\n/'is used (Fig. 2).
Terms without the "w" subscript relate to body axes
and include linear and angular velocities, accelerations,
forces, moments, angle of attack, and sideslip angle (Fig.
3). Note that the direction of angular accelerations and
velocities and moment terms are defined using the right-
hand rule around their respective axes (Fig. a).
The aircraft control surfaces such as elevator, ailerons,
and rudder are defined as a rotation in radians around
their respective hinge points on the aircraft. When a con-
trol surface is flush with the aircraft, the angle of deflec-
tion is zero (Fig. 5).
Within the aerodlmamic model, the particular aircraft
being modeled is characterized by certain dimensional
characteristics. A description of these terms is included
in Figure 6.
C o o k e e t a l , 4 O 7
Fz,w
Figure 4. Nototlon with respect o body oxes.
3 Aerodynamic Model
The mathematical model presented takes forces,
control inputs, and aircraft specifications as inputs, gen-
erating linear and angular velocities in aircraft body co-
ordinates as outputs (Fig. 7). Based on a classical repre-
sentation of linear aerodynamics and utilizing the total
force Eqs. (3.18)-(3.20), all forces associated with lift
and drag are calculated utilizing aerodynamic stability
derivatives (Roskam, 1979).
Stability derivatives, first used over a half-century ago,
assume that all aerodynamic forces and moments can be
expressed as a function of the instantaneous value of the
perturbation variables (Nelson, f 989). The pernrrbation
variables are the instantaneous changes from the refer-
ence conditions of translational velocities, angular veloci-
ties, control deflections, and their derivatives. For exam-
ple, the term 6X/ba is the stability derivative defining
the change in X force with respect to the change in for-
ward speed. This derivative can be expressed in terms of
a nondimensional coefficientCxu as follows:
where
6e elevator deflection positive down (radians).
A positive 6e produtes a positive lift and a negative pitch momenl
6a aileron deflection positive left (radians).
A positive 6a produces a negative roll moment
6r positive nose left (radians).A positive & produces
a positive sideforce and a negative yaw moment.
Figure 5. Terminology deftning akcroft controls.
Figure 8 lists the nondimensional coefficients used in
this model. These coefficients are generally broken down
into three categories, lateral, longitudinal, and control.
The longitudinal coefficients represent forces effecting
the longitudinal axes of the aircraft, while the lateral co-
efficients represent forces affecting the lateral axes of the
aircraft . Nondimensional coefficients, generated in actual
aircraft testing, are available for most aircraft. By using
these coefficients in combination with the dynamics
equations, it is possible to build a general use flight sim-
ulator.
Using the nondimensional coefficients, lift, drag, and
sideforce are calculated as follows:
c ct' : 
Lr", 
* CToa + C4p2yr+ Cmaffi
*c16.6elT#l'1ry (33)
L  /  |  l l
l^ l(vr + Lve)lrlpvlsO : lcoo I Cpoa" * Cp6.6e l- * ' l  l iL  L  l t  l l  
G . 4 )
S e : l C r e p * C 6 . 6 r ] (3 .5)
(3 .1 )
Once lift, drag, and sideforce are calculated, these
forces are translated into forces along the aircraftX, T,
andZ axes as shown in Eqs. (3.6) through (3.8). The





t = C"" aQS
andQ is the dynamic pressure, YzpVl,where p is the air
densiw at the aircraft altitude.
F,tz: -I' ' cos ct - D srn a
Ftx =I' sin a - D cos ct. - Sp sin B
Ftr: Sp cos B
6C,r-
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Fx: Ftx * Frn*,
Fr :  F, ry
Fz:  Faz
L=L t+ t rTo rq . "
M: Mt * M15*r1 * M6rro





Figure 6. Ai rcroft dimensionol specificotions.
The aerodynamic moments represent the torque
forces about the center of the aircraft and are determined
in the following equations:
b bL^: 
lc"pp + cLx 2V, + cr,RR 2V1
f oVt2Sb







c l(Vr + LVdfzl oVrzSc
+cM&oL2vr+c71a6.6e1 




+ CNpP 2V, + CNRR 2VT
* cy6"6a + cru,arl '4Y (3.rr)
The forces and moments that result *- * "O*.
calculations are added to other forces and moments at
this time:
Figure 7. Bosic oerodynomic model.
(3.r2)





Engine forces such as thrust, torque, and gyroscopic
effect as well as environmental forces such as wind shear
can have anyvhere from a minor to a significant effect
on the forces and moments along all axes of the aircraft
(Roskam, 1979). However, to limit this complexity of
the model, some simplifications are made. Engine thrust
is limited to theX-axis only and no calculations are made
for torque or gyroscopic effect since one of the author's
experiences as a pilot, and reference to the relevant litera-
ture, indicates that these are second-order effects for
high-performance aircraft.
The total force equations are used to determine the
linear acceleration of the aircraft (Nelson, 1989):
U : v R - w e - s s n , * #  ( 3 . r 8 )
F-
V: WP - UR +g sin S cos , *-*
(3.re)
w : U Q - W + g c o s $ c o s  r * *
(3.20)
The total moment equations are used to derive the equa-
tions for solving angular acceleration:
L = Inri - IxA - IxzPg. * (Izz - In )Rg (3.2r)
tuI = In'Q,+ (Itx - Iu)PR + (Ixz(P2 - R\ (3.22)
N : rzzir - h"i + (Irr - rxiPg+ IxzQJR (3.23)
However, prior to solving for eitherP orR, an interim
step is required:
L"  =L  + IxzPL-  (o - I I )RQ G.24)
tr'light
Simulation
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Longitudinal Coeflicients
CLo Referencelift atzero angle ofattack
CDo ReferenceDrag atzero angleofattack
CLo Lift curve slope
Cno Drag cuwe slope
CMo Pitch moment
CMo Pitch moment due to angle of aftack
Cl_e Lift due to pitch rate
Cue Pitch moment due to pitch rate
Cr,i Lift due to angle of afrack rate
Cl,t.i Pitch moment due to angle of attack rate
Lateral Coefficients
C"p Side force due to sideslip
C"p Dihedral effect
Cr,p Roll damping
Cr,n Roll due to yaw rate




CL6" Lift due to elevator
CD6" Drag dueto elevator
Ctt6" Pitch due to elevator
CL6u Roll due to aileron
Figure 8. Akcroft specificotion nototion.
N' = N - Qn - Ix*)Pg - IgRQ, G.25) used. The general method for this integration technique
Therefore, is as follows (Press, Flannery, Teukolsky, & Vetterling,
r990):
j' : 1t'rzz - N'Ix)l(IE<Izz - It") (3.26) tb . _r_ p \
Po = Pn-r + lJ: "al at G.29)
8 = ( t t - ( ! u - r z ) p R  
"  " ' \  2  I
- Ir"(P, - R'))lb, G.27) where
Pr: new value ofP
R: (N'4.r + L'  Ix)l(I&{zz - Itr) G.28)
Pn_r: previous value ofP
are the equations for angular acceleration.
Linear and angular velocities are determined by nu- P, = predicted rate-of-change ofP
merically integrating the accelerations. The trapezoidal ;
rule, sometimes referred to as the modified E.ri* 
Po-r = previous rate-of-change ofP
method or the first-order predictor-corrector method, is dt : integration step size
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4 Position Updates
Because position updates usually occur in a world
coordinate system, the aircraffs linear velocities must be
converted into world position rates by applying the fol-
lowing transformation, which effectively rotates the
(U V W) vector by the Euler angles (Roskam, 1979).
The order of transformation is important when utilizing
this method and proceeds as follows:
(4.3)
Integrating the resultant velocity vector, now in world
coordinates, by the time step of the program, a position
update is obtained [Eq. (a.a)]:
This technique is revisited in the next section.
5. Methods of Orientation
The aerodynamic model generates rotational veloc-
ities relative to the fixed aircraft body coordinate system.
But just as position updates could only be determined
after converting linear velocities into world coordinates,
orientation updates require conversion of angular veloci-
ties in a similar manner. Three methods exist for defin-
ing the conversion of angular velocities to orientations in
world coordinates, each having its own particular advan-
tages and disadvantages (Goldiez & Lin, f 99l).
The most popular of these three methods is known as
the Euler method. Using a sequence of three angles, the
Euler method provides an intuitive description of air-
craft attitude in world space (Rolfe, 1986). These angles
consist of the familiar azimuth angle rf, the elevation
angle 0, and the roll angle $. The next method, which
has become popular in recent years, is the quaternion
method. Based on the unit sphere, the quaternion
method provides an elegant method of defining rota-
tions through the use of four parameters. Three of the
coordinates describe the axis of rotation while the fourth
is determined by the angle tfuough which the rotation
occurs (Shoemake, 1985). The third method of defining
orientation is the direction cosine matrix. The direction
cosines relate the aircraft body axis frame to the world
reference frame. Direction cosines, as used in flight sim-
ulation, are generally determined from either Euler an-
gles or quaternions and are utilized for transformations
between axes. Ilowever, an alternative approach (not
discussed in this paper) is to use incremental rotation
matrices to update rotation matrices (Paul, l98I). A
disadvantage of this approach is that repeated incremen-
tal rotation matrix multiplication can result in drift re-
quiring periodic renormalization of the direction cosine
matrix (Funda, Taylor, & Paul, 1990).
Each method has its own particular advantages and
disadvantages and their use depends on the application
and the implementation. Because NPSNET is a net-
worked simulator, the orientation model used must not
only render orientations in the world of the aircraft be-
ing piloted, but also of other aircraft in the world, either
flying autonomously or piloted remotely across the net-
work.
6 Euler Method
The most common method of defining an aircrafCs
orientation in world space is by the Euler attitude angles.
Starting with the aircraffs axis origin aligned with the
world's axis origin, the Euler angles specify three succes-
sive rotations to bring the world coordinates into align-
ment with the aircraft. The fact that there exist 12 possi-
ble ways to define rotations, each with potentially
f % l  f I o  o l f " l
l n  l : l o  c o s g  - ' - d l l l / l  ( 4 . r )
Lw+) L0 sin g cos g .liw)
l " * l  Icoso 0 s inr- l f " - l
li;'): L-,:, ; .i,]L#.] e2)
l#,):l'*l ::--l]|fi]
wlvA.w)" e4,
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rotate in y around Z
z
rotate in 0 around Y
Figure 9. Euler ottitude ongle rototion.
different results, means that the order of these rotations
is important. Euler chose the convention of rotating first
about the z axis, then about the newr axis, and finally
about the new z axis. This convention exists in celestial
mechanics, applied mechanics, and molecular and solid
state physics. The convention used in quantum mechan-
ics, nuclear physics, and particle physics, chooses to ro-
tate first about the z, then the new y, and finally the new
z (Burchfiel, f990). The convention most often used in
graphics is standard to aerospace engineers and has been
proposed for use by SIMNET (UCF/IST f990). Using
the right-hand rule, rotations are made, first, about the z
axis by the angle r!, then about the newy axis by angle 0,
and finally about the newx axis by angle $ (Fig. 9).
The range ofvalues the attitude angles can take are
V : t t r  e : = ;  d : t . , ,
The aerodynamic model 
*.nJr"r., velocities in body
coordinates. As seen in Eqs. (4.I)-(4.3), the linear body
rates are transformed into world rates by application of
the Euler angles. What follows is a method for obtaining
these angles.
There is a direct relationship between Euler attitude
angles and the angular velocity ofthe aircraft around its
body axes (Nelson, 1989). From this relationship, the
rates ofchange ofthe attitude angles can be derived:
6  : , P + Q s i n $ t a n 0  * R c o s $ t a n 0  ( 6 . 1 )
6 = g c o s g - R s i n g  ( 6 . 2 )
$ : g s i n S s e c 0  * R c o s S  s e c  0 ( 6 . 3 )
The inverse of the above equations are
rotate in d around X
Q: o cos $ * rf sin $ cos o
R = - 0 s i n g + r i c o s d c o s 0
(6 .5)
(6.6)
Equations (6.f ) through (6.3) are also known as the
gimbal equations and are quite commonly used in simu-
lation. However, a problem exists when pitch, 0, goes
through the vertical. That is, where pitch becomes
t@ l2). At that point $ and $ become undefined. Im-
plementing a flight dynamics model capable of complete
vertical maneuvering necessitates "fixing" the code so a
division by z,ero does not occur.
7 Direction Gosines
In the case of a flight simulation, transforming be-
tween body coordinates and world coordinates is done
quite frequently. A convenient way to represent he
transformation between two coordinate systems is with
the direction cosines. Using matrix notation and the di-
rection cosines (n, b, c), the transformation from body to




X,T,andZ represent vectors of any kind, such as
force, velocity, and acceleration. The inverse relation-
ship, converting world coordinates to body coordinates,
is the transpose:
,)b) QDhl:lt'',
fil :f;, T,r,lv,ll t) 1,, c2 ',) lz,)p : 6 - $ s i n o (6.4) (7.2)




bl = sinQsin0cosrl- cosQsiny
b2 = sinQsinesiny + cosQcosty
b3 = sinQcos0
Figure | 0. Direction coslnes ln terms of Euler ongles.
In terms of the Euler attitude angles, the direction
cosines for the above transformations are shown in Fis-
ure 10.
It should be noted that there are 12 ways in which
Euler angles can be defined, and, as a result, just as many
ways to compute the direction cosines, although the val-
ues finally obtained are independent of the choice of Eu-
ler angles.
The direction cosines are needed for transformations
between coordinate systems, whether Euler angles or
quaternions are used to specify orientation. [Although,
as explained in Funda et al. (1990), an alternative to ma-
trix multiplication using direction cosines is to transform
points by quaternion multiplication.] Direction cosines
were already used for transforming linear velocities in
body coordinates to world coordinates. By multiplying
the transformation matrices of [Eqs. (4.I)-(a.3)] into
one matrix, the result would be identical to the transfor-
mation matrix of Eq. (7.I). By using direction cosines,
the need for determining the intermediate velocities is
eliminated.
8 Quaternion Method
An alternate method that has gained popularity in
the graphics community in the mid-I980s is through the
use of the unit quaternion. Not a new method, quaterni-
ons have been around for over a century. Augmenting
the "four-pararneter method," they have been usefirl to
aerodynamic engineers for some time and are still the
method of choice for describing spacecraft orientation
(Mitchell & Rodgers, f 965). Discovered by Sir William
Rowan Hamilton in 1843 as a result of a search for a
generalization of complex numbers, quaternions provide
an efflcient means for updating orientations (Shoemake,
r985).
There are numerous ways to interpret the quaternion
mathematically. They can be described as an algebraic
cl = cosQsin0cos\t+ sinQsiny
c2 = cosQsin0siny- sinQcosly
cr = cosQcos0
Figure I l, Quoternion orientotion.
quantity,
w - t i x + j y + h z (8.r)
as a point in three-dimensional projective space
(w, x, y, z), as a linear transformation of four space (ma-
trix), or as a scalar plus 3-vector:
( w , v )  v : i x + j y + h z (8.2)
The best notation depends on their intended use. The
most intuitive approach is to view the quaternion as a
scalar plus 3-vector [Eq. (8.2)]. F{owever, for algebraic
manipulation, Eq. (8.I) generally becomes more useful.
A common way of defining quaternion orientation is
in combination with Euler's theorem which states that
the orientation ofa rigid body can be described as a rota-
tion about an axis v by rotation angle Q (Fig. If ) (Gold-
stein, 1980). Constraining the axis vector v to be of unit
magnitude, the quaternion becomes
e = cos | ,  "  , t^ \  (8 .3)
This representation is always of unit magnitude such
that
w 2 + x 2 + y ' + 2 2 = l (8.4)
Prior to defining how to rotate a rigid body using the
unit quaternion, it is necessary to review some of the
mathematics associated with the quaternion. For the
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Figure | 2. Four porometer method.
purpose of a flight simulation, an understanding of the
multiplication and the quaternion derivative is necessary.
More comprehensive reviews are available in Shoemake
(f985), Goldstein (1980), Funda et al. (1991), and
Chou (1992).
Most applications involving quaternions make use of
the mathematics associated with their multiplication.
Similar to the algebra associated with imaginary num-
bers, quaternions have three imaginary units, i, j, andh
and are noncommunitive under multiolication with
: 2 - : 2 - t ^ 2 -  It  - J  -  K  -  - r (8  5 )
and
i j : k : - j i  j h : i : - k j  k i : j : - i k  ( 8 . 6 )
In algebraic notation, the product of quaternionQ mul-
tiplied by quaternionQl is
99t:  (w + ix + jy + hz)(w1* iq + jy1+ hz)
: (ww1 - xxt - !!t - zzt)
* i (xw1* wx1- ryt  + yz)
+ j(yq t wr - wy1 * xz)
+ h(zw1* y*t - r,yy * wz)
In vector notation:
9Qt  :  (w ,v ) (wyv1)  :  ww1-  v 'v r ,
(8 .7 )
The results of the above multiplication is a rotation
from the orientation represented by Qto the new cumu-
lative orientation of.Q andp; in quaternion terms.
Multiplication provides a method of orientation ex-
trapolation that can be of benefit in a networked simula-
tion. IfQl represents a finite rotation based on an inte-
gral time step, andQ represents the cumulative rotation,
then a repeated multiplyingof Qby Qy will result in a
smooth rotation across a series of update frames (Burch-
fiel, 1990).
One frame of axes (body coordinates) can be brought
into coincidence with a reference frame by a single rota-
tionD about a fixed axis making angles,4, B, and C with
a second reference frame (world coordinates). The four
parametersz4 , B, C, and D, therefore, define the orienta-
tion of the aircraft body in world coordinates (Rolfe &
Staples, f 986). The transformation matrix relating body
to world coordinates using these four parameters is
shown in Figure 12. While this matrix involves four an-
gles and appears to be more complex than the Euler an-
gle matrix of Figure 10, it can be simplified by making
the substitutions:
qs: cos l l2D
q1:  cosA s in l l2D
Q 2 =  c o s B s i n I l 2 D
ll3 = Cos C sin Il2D
(8.8) The transformation matrix then becomesw Y L + w r v + v x v l
(8.e)
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rection cosine matrix without the calculation of any trig-
onometric functions at dl.
When needed, Euler angles can be obtained from the
transformation matrix in Eq. (8.I0) via the following
method. Because pitch is limited to tn f 2, cos (0) is al-
ways positive. As a result, obtaining these angles is rela-
tively simple. The evaluation angle is derived from the
transformation matrix [Eq. (7.1)] as follows:
e : asin (-aa) (8.r4)
To obtain the azimuth (rf) angle it must be noted that,
since cos (0) is always positive, the sign value of a2al-




Quaternions and Euler angles have their own ad-
vantages and disadvantages. Euler angles use only three
components instead of four to represent orientation. If
one were to send quaternions over a network in place of
Euler angles, as has been proposed for SIMNET (Burch-
fiel, 1990), network traffic would increase. However, in
cases where angular rates remain constant for long peri-
ods of time, by extrapolating orientation updates with
quaternions, it would be necessary to send an update
only when an angle rate change occurs.
which represents the transform based on the unit quater-
nion. This result is used for determining position up-
dates as well as orientation updates.
In case the angles-,4 , B, C, D are not initially known,
values for qb qz,4s, and q+can be obtained by a straight-
forward process from the initial direction cosine matrix
(Funda et aL, I99l). To update the resulting quaternion
from angular accelerations, the following equations are
used:
Io :  - l l2(qP + qzQ"+ %R)
h = l l 2 ( q o P + q 2 R - h Q )
4z: Ll2(qo9+ qrP - 4;fR)
qs:  l l2(q& + qr / -  4zP)
(8.1r)
Because of the constraint that the quaternion be of unit
value and assuming an integration step size of less than
l, the above set of equations become
4o: -I l2(qt + qz/+ tuR) + )tqs
h: r l2(qoP + qrR - qsQ) + ),qt
4z = ll2(qo/+ qrP - q1R) + |tq2
qz = Ll2(qoR + qt9- q2P) + )tqs
(8 .12)
where tr is an integration drift correction gain given by
l ' :  I  -  ( q 3 +  q ? +  q 3 +  q ? ) (8. r3)
Alternatively, Eq. (8.II) can be integrated without drift
correction providing that periodic normalization to unit
magnitude is accomplished (Funda et al., 1990).
Many of the auxiliary computations involved with a
flight simulation require the use of Euler angles. It is to
be emphasized, however, that knowledge of Euler angles
is not required to obtain the direction cosines of Eq.
(8.I0). In fact, Eq. (8.1f ) can be used to update the di-
&2 : cos 0 sin rf
l n , \
r! : acos 
t."*/ 
' (sign [a2])
The roll ($) angle is similarly obtained:
S : acos (*) ' (sign [&3]) (s.rz)
9 AdvantagesandDisadvantages
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As pointed out above, quaternions can be computed
direcdy from the dynamic equations, bypassing the com-
putation of transcendental functions necessary in com-
puting Euler angles. If each transcendental function
costs approximately 20 arithmetic operations then the
net cost for deriving a rotation update using the Euler
method is 94 operations (Burchfiel, 1990). This can be
compared to 42 operations using the quaternion
method. In flight simulation, Euler angles are sometimes
necessary for use in other simulator functions such as
cockpit displays, etc. This means that approximately an-
other 64 operations are necessary, making the Euler
method slighdy more computationally efficient. How-
ever, in many cases it is not necessary to compute the
angles at each orientation update. Network updates
should only occur when a rate change occurs. Addition-
ally, radars, gyros, and attitude indicators can be up-
dated at slower rates. The bottom line is that orienta-
tions can be achieved very efficiendy utilizing
quaternions, without calculating Euler angles. When
Euler angles are needed for other aircraft functions, then
quaternions become less efficient, depending on how
often they need to be computed (Table I).
The most significant advantage of quaternions is that
no singularity exists when the elevation angle (0) passes
through +r l2.In the Euler method, P andR both be-
come undefined in this situation due to division by zero.
Techniques exist, however, for working around this sin-
gol"rtty. Truncating values as + r I 2 is approached will
avoid this problem. If the elevation angle is truncated at
values of 89.99 and90.0l then a0.02 degree rotation
skip results (Goldiez & Lin, I99I). Depending on the
speed of the program and the rotation rates desired, this
may not be noticeable. However, in higher fidelity simu-
lations, where a slow vertical maneuver is executed, it is
a factor. Regardless of the significance of these efFects,
however, this approach has the disadvantage of intro-
ducing nonunique values for Euler angles.
Numerous aircraft operate autonomously within the
prototype simulation, changing very litde in angular ve-
locity. When this simulator is eventually networked to
other workstations, quaternions will provide a way of
forward interpolating rotations, thereby eliminating the
need for the continued transmission of update packets. If



















updates are eventually needed, the quaternion rate can
quickly and easily be converted into Euler angles.
As the number of aircraft increase in the simulated
world, the number of calculations necessary for orienta-
tion updates begins to multiply. Since only the currendy
piloted aircraft makes use of the Euler angles for addi-
tional simulation functions, calculating Euler angles is
not necessary for all other aircraft in the simulation.
Therefore, it becomes more efficient to utilize quaterni-
ons for defining these rotations, saving approximately 42
arithmetic operations per update per aircraft.
lO Overall System Layout
To satisfy the prototype's basic requirements, the
overall strucftre of the system is designed as shown in
Figure 13. An aircraft data file makes it simple to create
new aircraft, position these aircraft, and designate their
handling characteristics. It is also used to initialize the
flight parameters of the autonomous aircraft. The pro-
gram data structure contains information describing the
cuffent state of the aircraft and its design specifications.
The aerodynamic model is used for updating the piloted
aircraffs body rates. The nondynamic model also out-
puts a set of velocities, but unlike the dynamic model, it
determines these velocities in accordance with a prede-
termined script. The orientation model converts body
rates to position and orientation in world space. Euler
angles are then determined for the piloted aircraft and
used to update cockpit displays. Autonomous aircraft do
42
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0.28 3.45 0.0 0.72 0.36
0.0 -3.6 -0.38 -1.1 -0.5
-0.98 0.17
-0.12 -0.26 0.14 0.08 -0.105
0.25 0.022-0.35 0.06 0.032
0.2678 -0.5236 0.5236










/status:0-piloted, l-levelturn,2-g conrolled turn/
ltype atrcnft- A4l










/mil thrust or horsepower/
/CDoEDa
lCLo lCLa lCLq lCLda lCl-de
lCMo lCMq lCMa /CMda /CMde
lCYblCYdr
lCLb lCLp lCl-r lCLda/CLdr
/CNb /CNp /CNr /CNda/CNdr
/deflection limits ofrud, ail, elevator (radians)/
not require the calculation of Euler angles since they
need not display instrument readings to a human pilot
and therefore bypass this function.
| | lmplementation Details
Data records within the aircraft data file are di-
vided into two categories, flight records and aircraft
specification records. The flight record contains informa-
tion describing the position of an aircraft and its initial
flight parameters (Fig. 14). The specification record con-
tains the dimensional characteristics and stability coeffi-
cients describing a particular aircraft. By manipulating
the data in the specification record, one can change an
aircraft's basic design as desired. To link an aircraft to a
particular set ofspecification data, all that is necessary is
to match the "type aircrafC'information within the two
records. This system allows one specification record to
be used for an unlimited number of fliqht records.









--piloted:O or autonomous level turn:l climbing turn:2
--pointer to aircraft specification data structure
--forces inX,Y,Zdi
--torques around X,YZ axis
float linear_vel[3] ; -velocity in X,Y,Z direction
float angular_vel[3]; --angular velocity around X,Y Z axes
float linear-accel[3]; --linear accelerations
float angular_accel[3]; --ungularaccelerations







float euler_angles[3]; --euler angles angles in radians - yaw,pitch,roll











float vel_world[3]; --velocities in world position -X,Y,Z
float gfor; --amountofg force
float rpm; --engine rpm
float elev; -flight conFol positions
float eltrinU --elevatortrim
float rud; -rudderposition
float ail; --aileron position
float thro; --throttle position
int flaps; -flap position
ixt gear; --landing gearposition
Figure | 5. Aircroft flight doto structure.
Aflightdatastructureprovides aglobalsource ofin- Arpm : (rpmd.,i..d - rpm,o,,"n)gdt (11.f)
formation on the state of each aircraft in the simulation.
The information contained here is necessary for opera- where
tion of the aerodynamic and orientation models, and for
updating cockpit displays (Fig. I5). Note that the fourth rpndesired = throttle position x throtde gain
item in this structure is a pointer to another data struc-
ture containing aircraft specification data. Not shown, dt : delta time
this structure contains information identical to that
found in the specification record of the data input file I : engine spool-up gain factor
(Fig. fa). Maintaining flight information in two sepa- (inverse of time-constant)
rate files saves some storage space by allowing more than
one aircraft to use a single set of specification data. Since applications using this simulator include both
The throttle in an aircraft is the pilot's primary means jet and propeller aircraft, it was decided that allowances
to control the engine. As such, a mapping of throttle should be made for the differing characteristics of the
position to engine rpm must be devised that incorpo- two types of engines. ]et engines are generally rated in
rates delays associated with engine spool-up characteris- terms of thrust (lb), while propellers are rated in terms
tics. In large, high-speed simulators, rpm and engine of horsepower (ft-lb/s) (Anderson, f989). Since the
data are retrieved from engine-specific lookup tables. aerodynamic model uses thrust in terms of lb, it can use
Because tables such as these are engine specific, the fol- the data for jets direcdy. However, propeller driven air-
lowing simpler, generic method was devised. craft require the following conversion:
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aerodynamic model
read aircraft velocity
time step for aero model = timestep_factor * velocity
for computed-time-step loop
do aero calculations
update aircraft state variables
end loop
exit aerodynamic model
Figure | 6. Algorithm for computing time step.
schemes can be found in the literature that increase or
decrease the number of time steps according to the
amount of numerical divergence present in the inte-
grated values (Press et al., 1990).
A more simple method is used in this program to
solve for this problem. Because there exists a direct rela-
tionship between an aircraft's speed and its tendency to
produce a numerical instability, the time step was ad-
justed in direct relationship with the aircraffs airspeed.
Prior to updating body rates in the aerodynamic model,
aircraft airspeed is measured and the number of time
steps is calculated (Fig. 16).
Increasing the time step does not decrease perfor-
mance of the overall system. The speed of the aerody-
namic model in the current implementation ranges from
17 .6 to lB.B msec. Figures 17 and I 8 illustrate the com-
plexity of the graphics portion of the overall simulation
model. Running at approximately 120 msec, *re graph-
ics pipeline remains the limiting factor in this system.
I 3 Gonclusions and Future Work
The techniques presented in this paper have
proven to be an effective method for implementing a
graphical dynamic flight simulation on a matrix-based
graphics computer in real-time. Like most research and
academic projects, this aircraft simulator is structured to
allow for the addition of more detailed functionality.
Current work includes the integration of a weapons de-
livery system and avionics suite. The orientation model
functions developed during the course of this paper have
become part of the C program library at the Naval Post-
graduate School, thereby providing an alternate and
more flexible tool for manipulating solid objects in a
graphical environment. Integration of this orientation
model into other dynamic simulation systems is also un-
der investigation.
( r1 .2 )
where
r'l : propeller efficiency (usually around .8)
1l? : engine rated horsepower
o
; : density altitude ratio where p6 is the densityPo 
"t r." l.rr.l
A normal aircraft control stick exhibits two degrees of
freedom, left-right for aileron conuol and back-forward
for elevator control. Therefore, control inputs from the
spaceball were limited to these directions. The maximum
deflection of the control stick is information entered via
the specification records. It is a simple procedure to read
deflection data from the spaceball and linearly map it to
a control deflection somewhere between -rmax obtain-
able deflection. Rudder deflection was not simulated
since rudder control is not normally used in jet aircraft
after takeoff.
,2 Speed of Aerodynamic Model
The aerodynamic model exhibits a tendenry to
"blow up" if the time step between aerodynamic alcula-
tions becomes too great. This becomes very evident
when the aircraft speed and rotation rates increase. The
solution to this problem is to run the aerodynamic
model at a faster rate than the rest of the system. The
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Figure 17. Looking down towards runwoy
Figure 18. Closingin.
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